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Introduction:
46-year-old female says wisdom tooth was removed in 2012, describes a “pressure pain” in 

the lower left.

Conclusion:
Some kind of cyst, but I really cannot seem to narrow it down in my mind. OKC? Referral 

slip is ready. n

It almost looks like it could be the tooth, but the crown was sectioned off? As if the patient 
had a coronectomy and patient recalls “having something done to it” and incorrectly remembers 
it as having been extracted?

Also: I almost see a fracture line through the cortical plate inferior to the “lesion.” n

That looks like a tooth to me. So, wisdom tooth roots, without crown there now.
My view. n

I think her mandible is fractured below the radiolucent area. n

Yep, it is the tooth. The OS told her he left part of the tooth due to proximity to the nerve. 
I palpated the mandible. No sig findings nor did the palpation hurt. She says the area throbs 

sometimes and the only description she would give me was “pressure.” I sent her to the OS at UT 
instead of the guy here in town who did it to start with. The OS who did the coronectomy is a 
good surgeon; should I have sent her back to him to let him see it? The pano from 6 years prior 
to tx might tell something... n

 

Differential Diagnosis
This dentist looks for opinions on a symptomatic postcoronectomy #17
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Cropped from pan. Mamma mia. 
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Root banking did not work here. I understand the motivation, though. The remaining root 
may come out easier now that nature has provided some bone loss around the whole thing. 
Maybe this can be removed now without serious paresthesia. n

Believe it or not, coronectomy roots often appear to have a radiolucency below them. It’s 
part of the whole root eruption phenomenon they may have. So, this is a gray area. The fact 
that the tooth is symptomatic does raise questions and you’re probably correct. The pano is also 
questionable—that small line that appears to be a fracture to some is only a little concerning; 
you’d need some more advanced imaging and a physical eval. Please don’t tell her she’s broken 
if you see this panorex. 

This is going to be something GPs will come across a lot in the future. A middle-aged patient 
will walk into the office, say some OS did a partial removal 10 years ago while he was living 
in North Dakota, and now you get pan and see something similar to this case (asymptomatic). 
Pogrel’s publications on coronectomies (the coronectomy guru of the U.S.) often discuss these 
findings of a radiolucency at the root tip that develops over time. I’ve had to educate my referral 
base that this is, in fact, normal when coronectomies started coming back one to three years later 
with no symptoms and a referral saying “Abscess retained root 32.” n

Out of curiosity, with that radiolucent tissue all around the roots, would they be easier 
to fish out of there at this point than they would have been originally? I get that whether you 
would want to or not is a different discussion, but it seems like it would be easier to get them out 
relatively atraumatically. n

Are you able to post any coronectomies with radiolucency apically in a chronological man-
ner? If this is considered normal, I am wondering if that makes it nonpathologic? 

I am not familiar at all with Pogrel; however, what is stated is not really making logical sense 
to me. It may be I am lacking knowledge on this area. n

I think he is saying that if the tooth had a coronectomy, the radiolucency may not be from 
pulpal pathology, but could represent where the tooth is erupting and bone hasn’t filled in. 
So, without symptoms to suggest pathology, the suggestion is to continue to monitor. I’m saying 
this without confidence and more for the purpose of having someone clarify. n

Keep it simple. It’s clearly an infected retained root. The lucency is bone loss from the 
infection and not some magical finding unique to coronectomy. This is what coronectomies 
do—fail in time due to infection, like any other root left in. The pain and pressure is from this. 
The only alternative now is to remove the infected root, which fortunately from the infection 
will come out easier. Get a CBCT and informed consent. There now is no point in leaving an 
infected root deep in the mandible of an aging patient. Doesn’t matter what Tony Pogrel says. n

He is saying to ignore an asymptomatic tooth. Of course, this case is different because it is 
now symptomatic. Plus, I don’t see how the roots of the tooth in this case could have moved. It 
looks like more tooth was left than removed. n
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It’s obviously symptomatic; I’m just being judicious. The tooth needs evaluated for removal.
But, this appearance is normal on a coronectomy over time, This is a series of pics straight out of 

Pogrel’s last 2015 clinics. The root’s migration is associated with a radiolucency. A radiolucency in 
the asymptomatic patient is something you want to observe with serial orthopantomograms. They 
even sometimes erupt and, as others have asked, are very easy to remove if they’ve cleared the nerve 
and have this immature bone surrounding them. It’s awesome when they move. Patients have come 
back calling me all sorts of names saying I left a piece of tooth or that bone is sticking out two years 
later. I look in the mouth, take an X-ray and start doing backflips in the consult room.

To explain the phenomenon is severalfold … but without getting too fancy, it’s essentially 
no different than a hypererupting unopposed tooth. This tooth has had a ton of bone removed 
surrounding the top. Bone removal/surgery creates all sorts of surgical changes, one of which is a 
rapid healing/turnover phase (essentially the theory behind Wilckodontics), which will facilitate 
tooth movement. There is no overlying tissue to obstruct, the second molar is no longer imped-
ing eruption, and at least 3mm of bone has no tooth to support so the coronal portions of buccal, 
lingual and distal all atrophy just like any other extraction. When these do move, they move 
pretty quickly. The example below is two years. I’ve had a few erupt 8+ mm in 18–36 months 
no problem. Remember, extraction sockets take six to nine months to stop showing on a film. If 
this tooth is moving that fast, the mineralization may not catch up. n

Let’s get fancy. I am curious. Have any studies biopsied what is apical to the migrating roots 
in a nonsymptomatic case? Are we to assume it is not an apical abscess, or have studies biopsied 
to the tissue to know that it is not? If it is not infected tissue, it should be a blood-filled space that 
has BMP and other osteoinductive factors, right? (Asking, not saying.) n

The case you show, maxillathrilla, I would not call that apex “normal.” I would call that 
typical PARL and pathology. I think maybe you should be able to prove it’s not that, since it 
appears you are implying it isn’t a typical PARL. n

I honestly don’t know of anything with an attempt to biopsy this area other than citing 
articles I know that say it’s normal finding on radiographs and anecdotally telling you that 
when you take roots out later there is absolutely nothing down there. I did some work on a 
coronectomy study in residency; I feel like I’m pretty well read. This doesn’t ring any bells, but 
I’ll try to find something proving this in a more concrete manner. 

Fig. 11: Radiograph showing coronal migration of the retained roots of a lower third molar over 
a 2-year period. (A) Preoperative appearance showing gross decay of the tooth. (B) Six months 
postcoronectomy showing good healing with apparent bone over the retained roots. (C) Two years 
postcoronectomy showing occlusal migration of the retained root necessitating removal now without 
risk to the inferior alveolar nerve. (From Pogrel MA. Coronectomy to prevent damage to the inferior 
alveolar nerve. Alpha Omegan 2009; 102:61–7; with permission.)
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Get your most difficult questions answered!
Need help with a case? Dentaltown’s message boards make it easy to ask questions and 
get feedback from other Townies—or just to show off your great work. To start a case or 
simply ask a question, go to dentaltown.com and under message boards, select “Forum 
Categories.” Select the appropriate forum, then click “New Case” and follow the prompts.

The root movement phenomenon is usually consistent with the amount of crown/bone 
removal. They move fast, early, then slow down considerably. I think there is one study that 
claims more movement in women and young people speculating on bone density and recom-
mending early coronectomies in women to utilize this movement.

[Editor’s note: This post continues online. View the message board online to continue reading.] n
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